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FELLOV/ CITIZENS AND FRIENDS:
Every successful candidate apprec^lates the support he receives.
In my case, it's a very special feeling for since the day I first
ciVJ-.'.o.l.-^.ed Public Service Company, I have never had the support of the
news media of this city. No matter how firmly I may feel that what I
have done is sound and right, it would be impossible to continue unless
a fair portion of our citizens were willing to vote an approval. It
would be helpful if the Council could see fit to support me to the same
extent as the voters. It is true that less than 50^ of those qualified
participated in our last election. Non voters are a completely negative
and growing group, common to all communities and are today democracy's
greatest liability.
As a community, we have a right to be proud and thankful for the
accomplishments of the past two years. Most outstanding has been the
improvement of our industrial picture. Sierra Knits on Willow Hill is
an entirely new industry. A major portion of Sulloway Mills has been
taken over by an agressive and successful new concern headed by Mr,
Thayer, who promises added employment in the vicinity of 100. Recently
the Acme Staple factory has been purchased by a new and progressive
concern. They intend an eventual expansion of both employment and
products. Add to this the continued growth of VJebster Valve, and the
planned substantial expansion of Atlantic Laminates, and it's fair to
say that no community in New Hampshire has done better in this field.
The zoning ordinance has been passed. It is now up to the Council
to appoint a qualified Board of Adjustment to make it work. This
1.

devolopraent is the most important protection of our home owners and the
economic development of our City made in this century. We are deeply
inoebted to Roger Pouliot and the Planning Board. No one, except
mem ^rs of the committee, knows of the hours and hours of time and
deliberation which went into producing the ordinance now on the books.
They v:iil never receive suitable recognition. I regret that his own
affairs were such that Mr. Pouliot felt he could not continue on that
Board. As long as I am Mayor, if he should ever seek to return, I will
guarantee him the first available appointment.
Under our City Manager, we have had purely nominal increases in
the tax rate. They actually would have been non-existent except for
the inflationary era of which we are the victims, the repudiation by
the state of its obligation under foundation aid for the :'chools, and
the curtailed reimbursement for the loss of the stock in trade tax. To
this they are now compounding the felony by mandatory programs, the costs
of which are borne almost 100^ by local towns and cities.
One field in which the Council has never supported me is an attempt
to hold the schools down to funds which would compel them to forego
further expansion of their multiple and expensive programs. I note that
last year, in spite of a budget cut slightly beyond what they stated
they could live with, they have expanded athletics to the Junior High,
Paul Smith and Bessie Rowell Schools, and individual instruction has
been extended to all pupils. I assume there have been other expansions.
I do not say that this is not an improvement, but the expenses of our
schools today are beyond our home owners' capacity to pay. This year,
although they twice requested deficit appropriations, the schools ended
up with a surplus of $18,000. Certainly they are to be commended on this,
but it does indicate that they scream for money a long while before they
2.

are hurt. They must realize for their own good, that "more money" is
no longer an available solution of their problems.
We have now completed our first year under the City Manager. His
accomplishments have been many, not the least of which is that iOo date
he and I have never had a disagreement. Some would unkindly say that
this was almost beyond the realm of imagination. The credit has to go
to Jira„ It pleases me that in spite of our agreement, there seems to
be almost universal feeling, both by friends and enemies of the system,
that we could not have done better in our selection of a manager.
Franklin has had its first brush with the federal government. There are
many more to come. We will proceed with sewers providing 90% reimburse-
ment is assured and the plans are sc^und, Rochester is now being sued
for $2,500,000. because its original sewer plans -ere in error. A
court rev every is not covered under the Federal reimbursement clauses.
We should be grateful to Mr. McSweeney for the half a million
plus which we have now been assured for the water project on Prospect
Hill. In less than a week he disposed of Federal red tape and forms a
foot deep, iVorraally six months would have been par for the course.
Perhaps the biggest tribute of all for Mr. McSweeney, in view of our
industrial improvement, is to compare it with Concord which spends
$30,000, a year, including $16,000. annually for an industrial agent.
So far as I know, in spite of this direct expenditure, they have shown
no progress in the past two years. Jim has earned his entire salary in
the field of industrial development alone.
Today there is a national and state revolution against the arrogant
spending of many educators. In Franklin, schools take sixty-five cents
plus of our tax dollar. Either school superintendents and their com-
pletely subservient school boards see the writing on the wall and
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voluntarily cut back expenditure or an unreasoning public will do
irreparable damage to the educational system.
Our most dangerous enemies are the state and federal governments.
With wild abandon they foist one program after another on us and demand
that we bear the full cost of its operation and a major portion of
initial expenditure. Unless a program is good enough to be fully
financed by the state or federal government, they have no right to
force it on us,
A few examples of this trend toward compulsory municipal bank-
ruptcy are the ambulance bill, limitation on open dumps, sewage, mental
health, multiple educational requirements, and loss of revenue through
elimination of the stock in trade tax and constantly expanding tax
exemptions. I do not for one moment say that the ultimate end of most
of these programs is not sound but only that once the municipal cow is
dry there is no use demanding more milk for the calf. Only a solvent
town can remain free. It is time that the state and federal government,
as well as we ourselves, recognize our financial limitations. It is
tragic that because there is no limit to funds for the destruction of
Asia, Washington has almost nothing for the solution of domestic problems.
Thank you all for coming tonight. I promise the best that God
gave me in the service of this fine City. In summary, what I always
strive to accomplish for Franklin is more home owners with good Jobs,
financial seGjrity and well, but not extravagantly educated, children.
No single man can do that, but with reasonable understanding and assis-
tance from the all too small group of citizens really interested and
willing to help, progress will be made in the right direction.
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Office of the City Manager
1972 - 73
GENERAL REPORT
What Does Municipal Government Cost You?
Sometimes it is interesting to take a different look at Municipal
Government and how the cost directly effects the tpjcpayer. With the
system of taxation we have today, the only real place a person has left
to complain about taxes is City Hall. Where can you go to complain
about high State or Federal taxes, and be heard? If you stop and think
about it, in most cases, a person pays more Social Security - State
Taxei - Federal Income Taxes, or has, at some time in his life on a
separate basis, than he does in total property taxes. However, these
taxes, other than Municipal, are deducted from your weekly paycheck or
are hidden in the items that you purchase. It doesn't hurt as much as
when you get your lump-sum property tax bill just before Christmas each
year.
Let us take a quick look at the services that the City of Franklin
provides and what it costs on a per capita basis. At this point, let
us assume a population of 7 5 500, We won't apply any revenues because
the revenues we receive from State and Federal sources were originally
your monies anyway:
General Government & Debt Service ; The total budget for 1972 was $322,295.
This amounts to about $^-3.00 per person. General Government and Debt
Service breaks down to City Clerk; Tax Collector; Fixed Charges, such
as, bonds, taxes and insurances; Legal and Planning Departments; Assessor's
Office; Manager's Office; and Veterans' Exemptions. Of the $^3.00 per
8.
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person mentioned a little while ago, $30.80 is needed to pay for Fixed
Charges.
The City Clerk, Treasurer and Tax Collector's Offices cost each
person approximately '$5.00 per year, which, incidentally, includes the
Mayor and Councilmen's salaries. The ever-popular Assessor's Office's
per capita cost is s$1.605 the Manager's Office, $2.60. Pay Increases
for 1972 amounted to about fl.60 per capita and the balance of $1.^0 per
person was distributed between the Legal, Planning & Zoning Departments.
Let us take a look at some of the major cost departments. Our
Welfare cost per person last year was $7-15, whereas our Health
Department cost, which includes the Visiting Nurse Association, was 98^.
The cost to each person for our Fire Department was $10.^0 and the
Police Department & Dog Control amounted to •|;13.00 per person. This
approximates about ^^31* 75 per person for the entire Public Safety and
Welfare program.
What about our cost in the Public Works Department? Our total
budget for Public Works in 1972 was $188,000, including everything from
Administration to Town Road Aid. Our cost here is about $25.10 per
person. Let us break this down a little bit:




City Garage (equipment, maintenance, etc.) ^.'+5
Administrative & Memorial Hall operation 2.70
Tree Removal & Street Cleaning ,95
Town Road Aid-Bridges-Sidewalk Repairs I.05
Sewer Repairs 1.50
Referring to our '^arks & Recreation Department, you hear the pros
and cons daily. The cost is too high or we are not spending enough on
9.
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recreation. Our per capita cost for 1972 was $3*85 for our municipal
recreation budget I The Public Library per capita cost was approximately
$3,20 per person.
County Government cost per capita was ^10,^-5
Per Capita cost for operating our Schools was approximately |;186.00
From the figures previously cited it shouldn't be to difficult to
see that most of the Municipal services that you receive and pay for
through your local taxes do not even amount to your monthly utility
bills or the amount that you may spend monthly on entertainment.
Where do we go from he^e? Are taxes too high? Do we want more
services? In my opinion, there are few avenues left to stabilize the
local tax rates. It is my feeling, and I quote from last year's Annual
City Report;
"If local government could get adequate authority to raise their
own revenue, they could free themselves very quickly from the manip-
ulation by the States and there is every reason to think that they would.
They are close to the every-day problems and, thus, close to the people.
Local officials everywhere cooperate every day on many problems; one
suspects that, if they were united, local governments might even re-
organize themselves into functional and functioning bodies. Some such
reorganization would be worth trying. Without it, every Federal Program
will probably be waste, or worse, and the decay of authority of all
government will continue," (1)
Let there be no doubt about it. When a dollar leaves the community,
goes to the State and/or Federal Governments, then returns to the
(1) City of Franklin Annual Report-1971-Page 8
10.
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community under the guise of State or Federal aid, you are lucky to
receive pennies on that dollar. Remember ; the State or Federal Aid that
you get back has been recycled, after being polluted and diluted, then
awarded with much pomp and ceremony, as a grant, with a book of re-
strictions on its use that would befuddle any mind.
To provide better services and to make the best use of our tax
dollar before it leaves the community, our State and Federal Admin-
istrations must realize that the tax dollar can best be spent at the
local level.
"Local government-home rule - is the very foundation of our nation.
V7e are not ready to give it up or let it go for lack of support. V/e
are all keenly aware of the larger and larger "bite" that the Federal
government, particularly, takes from us eqch succeeding year. The more
the Federal and State governments take, the less is available to sustain
local government". (2)
This year we will experience our first taste of Revenue Sharing.
In 1973, we will receive some $250,000 of our dollars back to apply to
municipal use. In subsequent years, this amount will level off to
approximately $l'+5,000. Once the total monies to be raised by taxes
exceeds $1^5,000 over present spending levels, property taxes will go
up. Revenue Sharing may be good, but to say, without reservation, that
property taxes will go down as a result, may be completely false. It
appears now, that communities may be forced to spend this money over and
above their normal spending or else experience a less of revenue in
future years.
(2) Ibid, Page 2
11.
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With good planning, a careful application of these funds, the
cooperation of all of our citizens, and foresight on the part of our
elected officials, we will make the best use of these funds for the
benefit of all taxpayers I
With the cooperation that I have received from the Mayor and the
City Council, you can feel assured that your tax dollars have been well
spent on the local level. I know this cooperation will continue and
thus, your assurance for the future that each dollar that comes to the
City in the form of taxes will be spent as if it were part of our own






Office of the City Manager
1973 BUDGET MESSAGE
TO THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL AND CITIZENS OF
THE CITY OF FRANKLIN:
The Annual Report for 1972 and the Budget for 1973 of the City of
Franklin, as required by section 19> of the City Charter is submitted
herewith. This report represents a detailed picture of the financial
transactions from 1970 to 1972 and the projected expenses for 1973.
The format of this year's Budget is similar to that of last year.
The intent being to give everyone a complete picture of the financial
transactions that have occured over the past several years. Each de-
partment is presented separately with the expenses broken down into
individual line items. In some departments, it has been broken down
further, into divisions using the line item procedure. This process
helps us to control expenditures.
The Report consists of three sections;
Section "A" (Pages I-91) contains information relative to various
Boards & Commissions, the Budget breakdown, consisting of anticipated
revenues and expenses and the Budget Summary. It outlines the different
Departments as to expenses and their operating budget for 1973. This
Section also includes the Water Department account and the Projected
Use of Federal Revenue Sharing Funds. The Mayor's message and Manager's
remarks. Highlights of 1972 and Goals for 1973 are included in this
Section. This year we have also included Analysis of Expenditures
for most major departments and divisions. The Water Department audit
will be available at a later date,
A special area of interest is added to this year's report and
13.
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should be looked at carefully. This is the "Proposed Use of Revenue
Sharing" and is found in Section "A". The report outlines the amount
of money anticipated to be received, what actually was received to date
and how these funds have been applied to the budget and the Capital
Improvement program. Your understanding of this Section will assist
you in understanding the Budget Summary,
Section "B" (Pages ) contains the Superintendent's reports,
reports of the School Nurse, Cash Receipts and Disbursements reports
and other School information for 1972 and 1973.
Section "C" contains the Municipal Calendar for 1973 and part of
197^. This calendar will be helpful to our citizens and employees in
noting important dates relative to the operation of the City. Important
telephone numbers are listed in this Section also.
Budget Summary ; The general City sub-total for 1973 is approximately
$76,^65 more than was expended in 1972. This figure, for clarification,
does reflect a 1972 appropriation of 0902,550 or a budget figure of
SlOl+,033 less appropriated for 1973 over 1972. After applying projected
revenues including Revenue sharing and surplus, the General City total
and Capital Improvements in dollars to be raised by taxes is $187,92^.
The School Budget, after applying projected revenues, reflects an
amount of Cl, 317, 961 to be raised by taxes for the year 1973, an in-
crease of $50,857 over 1972. These two figures (General City Sub-total
and Schools )give us the total dollar to be raised by taxes for 1973 —
Si, 505, 885. This is a total budgetary decrease for municipal govern-
ment and schools of ^5855 752 under that of last year which will amount
to approximately v2,00 less on the tax rate due mostly to Revenue
Sharing Funds applied. There can be further anticipated an increase





PROJECTED USE OF FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING
"State & Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972"
Total Amount to be Received as Anticipated (12-6-72)
Due to be received for 1972 & 1973 Calendar Years;
December, 1972 S72,675 Received 12/72 : $69,31^
January, 1973 72,675 Received 1/73 '- 66,51*+




The above figures have been rounded off for purposes of estimates.
The following items are proposed to be funded by the above act and
are to be applied to the 1973 portion of the City of Franklin's
5-year Capital Improvement Program:
Public Buildings ;
1. Refurbish City Hall (inc. cell block renov. ) $ 3,000
2. Demolition of Montembeault Property (create
additional municipal parking lot) ^-,500
3. Rewire Public Library 500
DEPARTMENT TOTAL ($ 8,000)
Fire Department ;
11, Extension of Fire Box Warning System &
New Cable Installation $ 1,500
13. Purchase 1,000 G.P.M. Pumper (existing
Municipal funds - $29,500) 10,500
13a. Purchase 1976 New Truck to replace
Seagrave (10,000/yr to go to Capital Res.) 10.000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL (^22,000)
Assessor's Office ;
15. Tax Mapping as required by RSA by I98O
(Estimated cost $28,000 - Existing Municipal
funds $5,250) $ 8,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL ($ 8,000)
Recreation Department ;
20. Replacement of Skating House Ode 11 Park (197^)
(Estimated cost $6,000 - $3,000/yr to go to
Capital Reserve) $ 3,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL ($ 3,000)
15.
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Public Works Department ;
2^+. Extension of Present Sewers — Major
Replacement & Discontinuence of Comb,
lines $ 8,000
25. Sidewalk Construction & Repair &
Replacement (S'+jOOO existing Mun. funds) 6,000
26b, Replace #h Chev. Pickup with ^-wheel drive
1 ton, low-bed dump 5)500
26c. Radio for above vehicle 600
26d. Purchase Small Sidewalk Plow/small Sweeper
& Attachments 10,000
27. Expansion of PW Garage for office (20X1^ -
Estimated cost $^-,500 - Exist. Mun. Funds
$3,000 1,500
30. Replacement of 2i ton Dump Truck yj'+OO
32. Sanitary Landfill as required by law 7/1/73 7,500
35. Bridge Repair and Replacement (Daniell Bridge -
State TRA Funds - Municipal Funds $^,000) 2,000
37a, Heavy Equipment - Grader 20,^+50
TOTAL DEPARTMENT ($68,950)
Water Department ;
39. Preparation (final) & Completion of Grid
System Map $ 2,000
DEPARTMENT TOTAL ($2,000)
Industrial Expansion ;
^0. Construction of Access Road to Industrial
Park - Waterlines and other Appurtenances -
(Estimated cost $30,000 - Municipal Share
$11,800 & Water Dept. Share $11,000) $ 7,200
DEPARTMENT TOTAL ($ 7,200)
GRAND TOTAL $119,150
The above proposal commits $119,150 in Revenue Sharing funds to the
1973 portion of the City's Capital Improvement Program. As has been
stated before, it is anticipated that the City of Franklin will
receive an estimated total of $25^,250 during our calendar years of
1972 and 1973.
1972 & 1973 Total Revenue Sharing $25^,250
Amount Applied to Capital Improvement Program 119,150
To be Applied to Municipal Line Item Budgets $135,100
With the remaining balance of $135,100, I would propose that the
following amounts be applied directly to the indicated line item budgets:
16.
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The above figures reflect an approximate 15^ decrease in all the
above-listed departments and I recommend that it be applied to the
general operation of the departments, including, but not limited
to, salaries.
As proposed, the total amount being applied to Department Line


































































The above figures are adjusted to correspond to the amounts
actually being received from Revenue Sharing at the present time.







In 1973 it was necessary to re-draft our total picture of the Capital
Improvement Program and extend our projects to the year 1976. Here
again, the basic purpose is to attempt to average out our costs on
an annual basis in order that some equalization in costs of our
capital projects can be spread out on an equitable basis rather than
to have large sums of money expended in any one given year.
To give a graphic example of the amount of expenditure made applic-
able to the tax rate for 1973 and the previous two years, the
following is submitted;
1971
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $ 60,709.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate $ 55,209.00
1972
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $105,600.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate $ 62,000,00
1973
Total Capital Improvement Expenditures $168,950.00
Total Capital Improvement Chargeable to Tax Rate $ m, 800.00
Obviously, by the use of various revenues and other sources of
income we have been able to complete many thousands of dollars of
work at the least possible expense to the taxpayer. 1973 will, of
course, be our big year due to Revenue Sharing Income.
It can be anticipated that Revenue Sharing, over the next several
years, will help greatly in stabilizing our cost of the Capital Im-
provement Program and enhancing our ability to finance projects
otherwise economically unfeasible with our present tax bui^^den.
We can look forward to a progressive balanced Capital Improvement
Program for many years to come, assuming that Revenue Sharing stays
a reality. This program is being continued in an all out effort for
the benefit of the community at the least possible expense to the
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COMPARATIVE TAX RATE AND VALUATION IN DOLLARS
YEAR

TOTAL MUNICIP/IL EXPENSES PROJECTED TO THE 1972 BUDGET
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGET
1970 IQ7I 1972 1973
General Gov't & , ^ ^ o^











ESTIMATED REVEI'IUES -- CASH BASIS
DESCRIPTION
Interest & Dividend Taxes
Savings Bank Tax




Business Licenses & Fees
Dog Licenses
Motor Vehicle Permits
Rent of City Property
District Court










SUMMARY OF ANTICIPATED EXPENDITURES
GENERAL GOVERNMENT AND DEBT SERVICE
DEPT. OR ACTIVITY































3. Office Supplies 63.^9
h. Equipment Rental 69.25
5. Dues & Subscriptions 3O.OO
6. Repairs & Maintenance 2,859.^8
7. Equipment 98^.11
8. Operating Parts & Supplies 13,529.90
9. Travel Expense 7*+. 25
10. Contracted Services 2,300.00
11. Miscellaneous 1,1^-9.03
12. Street Maintenance 13,^-07.05
13. Roadside Maintenance 93^*31
1"+. Equipment Parts 12,106.^6
15. Streets Resurfacing 20,969.^3
16. Sewers and Sewage 2,767.10
TOTAL PUBLIC WORKS 172,015.70
29,












































































































































CITY CLERK, TREASURER, ETC, ACTUAL
ADMINISTRATION 1972
A-1 SALARIES




Less ^ay Increase Credit 570. 7^
TOTAL lif,ll8.62
A-1-1 MAYOR & COUNCIL
1. Mayor's Salary 1,200.00
2. Council's Salaries 2.625.00
TOTAL 3,825.00
A-2 OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
1. Postage 216.00
2. Box & Vault Rent 19.20
3. Maintenance contracts 601.65
h. Checks, Journals, Binders 728,86
5. Paper, Letterheads, Envelopes 137.29
6. Typewriter Supplies & Repairs 65.50
7. Copy Machine Supplies 68,83





1. i Cost of Telephone 139.26
A-'+ IN-SERVICE TRAINING
1. Town & City Clerks Meeting 7.95
A-6 AI^I>IUAL REPORT & AUDIT
1. Annual Audit (Partial Payment) 3,200.00
2. Inaugural 100. 3>+
3. Stencils, Ink 62.67
h. Paper 229.98





CITY CLERK, TREASURER. ETC. (CONT'D) ACTUAL
1972
A-6 BULK GAS & OIL
1. Fuel Deliveries 13,869.39
2. Printing of Gas Cards 20.00
13,889.39
Less Credits (Departments & Tax) 1^,867.6?
TOTAL - 978.28
A-7 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS
1. NH City & Town Clerks Assoc, dues 8.00
2. NH Register & Auto Referrence ^0.30
NE Assoc, of City & Town Clerks Dues 5.00
NH Municipal Association Dues ^52.62i:
TOTAL 505.92
A-9 ELECTIONS & REGISTRATIONS
1. Payroll ~ Supervisors, Etc. 2,787.75
2. Ballots 1+3^-. 00
3. Checklists 75.00
H-. Election Supplies •+2.6^-
5. Postage 72.00
6. Advertising 363.15
7. Drawing of Jurors 16.00
3,790.5^
Less Income from Sale of Checklists 11.00
TOTAL 3,779.5*+
A-10 CAFT^AL OUTLAY




1. Clerk of Court Q.OO
2. Tax Collector 170.00
3. City Clerk 31.00
h-. Trustee of Trust Funds 23^.00
TOTAL ^^->+.00






















FIXED CHARGES 1970 1971
FC-^ INSURANCE (CONT'D)







12. Auto, Fleet ^,7^0 ^,1.87
13. R.R. Crossing 120
1^. Vet. Mem. Ldg. 221 (a)0
15. Life Insurance 1,265 1,208
16. Blue Cross &
Blue Shield 5,270 5,928
17. Radio Equip.
18. Retirement (c)l57
19. Audits 1,372 1,08^
20. Social Sec. 9,^10 12,133
21. Contr. Equip. Sch.
Less Credits ^,2^0
TOTAL h-0,8h7 31,375
( * Included in school budget (a) Now included in Parks & Rec.—Ski









Sewer Bonds November 1968, ^.30 percent interest
payable November 1, and May 1. Principal payable




(3) Fire Station Bond s;
Fire Station Bonds June 1, 1970, 6.5 percent
interest payable June 1 and December 1. Principal
payable $15,000 June 1, 1971/1983 inclusive and





Total Municipal Bonds 275,000
YEARLY MATURITY ON PRINCIPAL OF MUNICIPAL BONDS
Bonds Outstanding Bonds retired
Year Beginning of the Year During Year















MUNICIPAL DEBT — (CONT'D)
Water System Improvement & Equipment Bonds ;
Water System Improvement & Equipment Bonds Sept. 1
196^, 3.10 percent interest payable Sept. and March.
Principal payable $20,000 Sept. 1, 1965/1966,
1^15,000 Sept. 1, 1967/197^ inclusive.
Amount issued $160,000
Amount retired 130,000
Now outstanding * 30,000
Water System Improvement Loan Bonds ;
Water System Improvement Loan Bonds February 1, 196^,
3.00 percent interest payable August and February,
Principal payable $15,000 February 1, 1965/1970




Water Extension Bonds ;
Water Extension Bonds November 1, I969, 6.10 percent
interest payable May and Nov. Principal payable
$10,000 Nov. 1, 1970/1979 inclusive and $5,000
Nov. 1, 1980/198*+ inclusive.
Amount issued $125,000
Amount retired 30,000
Now outstanding 95? 000
Water Extension Bonds ;
Water Extension - Pleasant St. - Bonds April 1, 1972, 5.00
percent interest payable April and October. Principal
payable $ll+,000 April 1, 1973, $10,000 April 1, 197V1986










































All Water Bonds Paid Out of Water Revenues
10) Notes ;
Odell Park Cottage Demand Note 1935, ^.0 percent
interest annually. Principal payable on demand.
Now outstanding
11) Notes ;
Odell Memorial Arch Demand Note 1935, ^.0 percent





















Total Municipal Notes $ §,000
»+2.

MUNICIPAL DEBT — - (CONT'D)
Bessie Rowell School Bonds ;
Bessie Rowell School Bonds Sept. 1, 1957, 3.90 percent
interest payable March and Sept, Principal payable
$20,000 Sept. 1, 1958/196^ and ^15,000 Sept. 1, 1965/
197d inclusive and 1^,000 Sept. 1, 1977.
Amount issued $32^,000
Amount retired 260,000
Now outstanding $ 6^,000
)) School Addition Loan Bonds ;
School Addition Loan Bonds Aug. 1, 1962, 3.30 percent
interest payable Feb. and Aug. Principal payable





Paul Smith School Bonds :
Paul Smith School Bonds July 1, 1968, ^.70 percent
interest payable Jan. and July. Principal payable
$35,000 July 1, 1969/1982 Inclusive and $30,000




TOTAL SCHOOL BONDS $8ll+,000
YEARLY MATURITY ON PRINCIPAL OF SCHOOL BONDS
Bonds Outstanding Bonds Retired
ar Beginning of the Year During Year























SUMMARY OF TOTAL DEBTS TO BE RETIRED IN 1973
(2) November 1 Sewer Construction Bonds
of 1968
(3) June 1 Fire Station Bonds of 1970
(1+) September 1 Water Bonds of 196^ *
(5) February 1 Water System Improvement
Loan Bonds of 196^ *
(6) Water Extension Bonds of I969 *
(7) September 1 School Bonds of 1957 **
(8) August 1 School Loan Bonds of I962 **
(9) July 1 School Bonds of I968 **
(12) April 1 Water Bonds of 1972 *
TOTAL TO BE PAID IN 1973 $1^-6 ,000 S65,92l
(10) Odell Park Cottage Demand Note of
1935 $ $ 160











CA-7 Dues & Sub.
CA-8 Travel Expense






1972 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1971 Assessed Valuation $35,797,200






1972 Assessed Valuation $36,671,900






Valuation Increase over 1971 87'+,700
H.B. #1 Reimbursement to Franklin 3^5,518
Exemptions: 3 - Blind 3,000
113 - Elderly 571,250
$ 57^,250 Based on Valuation












CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE 1972
M-2 OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
1. Postage 119.00
2. Letterheads & Envelopes 18.75
3. Copy Supplies 66.35
H-, Binders, Books, Paper, Etc. 72,^2
5. Typewriter Repairs 35.00
6. Chair 30.00
7. Multiplier (Balance) 150. 00
- If9l752
Less Postage Credit 11.8^
TOTAL 1+79.68
M-^ IN-SERVICE TRAINING
1. NE Municipal Center 20.00
2. NE Manager's Institute 80.00
TOTAL 100.00
M-7 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS
1. NH G. P. A. Dues 5.00
2. Public Personnel Publication 3.80
3. NH T. C. M. A. Dues ^.00
h-. I. C. M, A. Dues 79.50










Balance at Franklin National Bank 12/31/71
Balance at Franklin Savings Bank I2/3I/7I
Balance at Franklin Library 12/31/71
Balance G.G.G. Fund for microfilming
Mildred Peaslee Memorial Fund
RECEIPTS:
City Appropriation
Income from Trust Funds







Books, Periodicals & Records
(T.F. 506.16; Fines etc. 900.28;
Memorial Gifts 13^.60)








Balance at Franklin National Bank
Balance at Franklin Savings Bank
Balance at Franklin Library
Balance G.G.G, Fund for microfilming







































REPORT OF T;iE DIRECTOR
FOR 1972
At the inauguration meeting of the Mayor and City Council on
January 3, Mayor Eugene S. Daniell, Jr., nominated Miss Jody Hebert as
a member of the Library Board of Trustees and the City Council appointed
her. The Library Board of Trustees noted the discrepancy between Miss
Hebert 's age and the State law regarding eligibility of trustees, but
felt that a closer liaison with the younger people of the community
should be developed and maintained. Accordingly, it was determined that
her title be Associate Trustee and that she have all the privileges and
responsibilities of an adult member of the Library Board of Trustees with
the exception of the vote. Miss Hebert served with distinction until she
matriculated at the University of New Hampshire in September. Her advice
and counsel were much appreciated by the Library Board of Trustees, who
look forward to the appointment of a new Associate Trustee for the
coming year.
In March, carpeting was installed in the stack area by Chertok-
Lougee Robinson Co. , Inc. , of Laconia. The carpeting matches the Mohawk
"Presidio" brand of carpeting previously installed in the reading rooms.
The difference of 250 dollars between the amount allowed in the budget
and the estimate of 1000 dollars from Chertok-Lougee Robinson was taken
from the Mildred J. Peaslee Memorial Gift. In June a new gas hot water
heater was installed to replace the former one, installed in 195l» that
was discovered to be leaking and irrepairable. The 150 dollars for the
heater and its installation was disbursed from the City Manager's
contingency fund, A large and sturdy bicycle rack, obtained from the
Recreation Department in exchange for the library's power lawn mower,
was placed alongside the front walk of the library.
On April 6, 1972, the State Library Commission voted "to award a
Federal Title I grant of fifteen hundred dollars to be administered by
the Gordon-Nash Library of New Hampton, to be used for the project en-
titled 'Live Arts Learning for Children,' in cooperation with Franklin
Public Library, Gilford Public Library, Sanbornton Public Library,
Meredith Public Library, and Laconia Public Library." The intention of
the project is to provide live performances of mime, music, drama, and
puppetry to children who nowadays rarely see any performances except
audio-visuals. The programs are presented by Project Try (Theatre
Resources for Youth) of the University of New Hampshire's Paul Creative
Arts Center. Project Try troupe's Little Red Wagon stopped at Odell
Park twice during July and once during August; about 60 youngsters
attended each performance, and both children and attending adults were
enthusiastic. Three more presentations of different types are
anticipated during the summer of 1973.
Books circulated at the four city parks were 107 compared to 398
circulated in 1971, and several deliveries were cancelled for lack of
interest. This was the first disappointing year in the three years of
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FRANKLIN PUBLIC LIBRARY (COIVTT'D)
the Parks Reading Program. It is hoped that in 1973 the book deliveries
can be coordinated with other activities in the Recreation Program so
that children will be alerted to be at the playgrounds at the time of
the book deliveries.
Thirty-eight children signed up for the Summer Reading Program
compared to sixty-five last year. During both years a number of children
did not finish the program, and it is felt by the staff that there are
definite benefits to the children who finish. On the whole, however,
the 1^72 program was successful. Prizes were not given for the most
books read, but small prizes were provided for the Treasure Hunt which
was a part of the closing festivities.
Miss Suzanne Connor, who did volunteer work one day a week during
the summer, was of real assistance. Partly due to her help it was
possible to start a long-postponed task; all of the reference collection
has been inventoried, and a general inventory has progressed part way
through the 300' s.
In last year's Annual Report, statistics from the New Hampshire
State Library were given concerning the first year of use of the State-
wide Card system. For the period July 1, 1970, through June 30, 1971,
it appeared that Milford issued hh cards and circulated 5,399 books;
Manchester issued 26 cards and circulated 2,376 books; and Franklin
issued 22 cards and circulated 2,1^+0 books. However, statistics released
this year by the State Library show only a question mark for last year's
statistics for Milford; Franklin was probably exceeded only by Manchester
last year. For July 1, 1971, through June 30, 1972, Franklin was
definitely second in the State: Manchester issued 52 cards and circulated
3,330 books; Franklin issued 8 cards and circulated 3,099 books and 137
recordings; and Milford issued 82 cards and circulated 2,687 books. The
conclusions drawn last year continue to be valid: (1) Franklin Public
Library is able to serve the majority of Franklin residents, since they
seldom request Statewide Cards, and (2) Franklin Public Library's
importance as a Service Center Library is appreciated by residents of
surrounding towns, who also take advantage, while they are in the
community, of the many other services offered by the City of Franklin.
Outstanding gifts were received from Dr. Eugene E. Pantzer, of New
England College (cookbooks); from Mrs. G. Arthur Cooper, of Hill
(selections from the personal library of her mother, Mrs. Roy T. Wells);
and from Mr. Donald Anderson of Franklin (remainder of his bookstore in
Boston).
In September a blue spruce was given by Mr. Thomas Murray in memory
of his wife, Mary Langlois Murray. Edmunds' Nurseries moved the yew
bush given by Mr. Samuel Carpenter and set the spruce tree in its place
near the west rear corner of the library.
On October 2U-, four candidates for the position of Library Director
were interviewed by the Library Board of Trustees, In due time Paul H.
Gaboriault, of Ascutney, Vermont, was elected to succeed Hope Swain,
who had indicated some months earlier her Intention to retire. Gaboriault
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was formally appointed by City Manager James A. McSweeney on November
10, and was sworn into office by City Clerk Barbara Lorden on November 1^.
On November 17, an Open House was held in the Reading Room from
seven to nine P.M. The evening was planned by Mrs. John Keegan, a
member of the Friends of the Library, in celebration of National Book
Week and also to welcome the new Library Director and his wife and
introduce them to the community. Refreshments were donated by the
Friends of the Library, who were represented by their president, Mr.
Thomas Harvey. Mrs. William Kertland and Mrs. Alonzo Gile poured. City
Manager James A. McSweeney, members of the City Council, and sixty other
guests attended. On display in the several libraries in Franklin that
were antecedent to the Franklin Public Library, which opened in 1^07.
Miss Swain's retirement in November ended a long and varied career
in library service. An alumna of Simmons College, she received her
library training at the Brooklyn, N.Y. , Public Library, and served in
various capacities in three different branches in that system. In 19^6
she returned to her native New Hampshire and became Librarian at the
Gordon-Nash Library in New Hampton, serving there for 13 years. She
was on the staff of the Laconia Public Library for one and a half years,
in charge of the Lakeport Branch Library, before succeeding Miss Mildred
J. Peaslee as Librarian at Franklin Public Library on August 1, 196^,
On January 3? 1973? at City Hall Auditorium, Hope Swain was honored by
the presentation of a plaque inscribed as follows; "In appreciation for
your eight years of devoted service to the City of Franklin as Library






FRANKLIN VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
AM'NUAL REPORT - 1972
This year the procedures and policies of the agency were expanded
to further and better the activities and services in the community.
This Agency, housed in the Goss V/ing of the Franklin Regional
Hospital, has made many improvements to the physical plant through
donations and volunteer hours. Organizations who donated funds to
establish an examination room were; The Franklin Rotary Club; the
Franklin Kiwanis Club; the Melinda Tobie Trust; and the Franklin Junior
Woman's Club. This office location is shared with the Twin Rivers Mental
Health Association, the New Hampshire Alcohol and Drug Abuse Clinic, and
the Clergy Association.
Volunteer services still portray an important part of the Agency's
programs. The willing assistance of the Franklin Junior Woman's Club
is outstanding. Members of the Board, and Board members of the Tilton
Visiting Nurse Association have been generous of their time at the
immunization clinics. We give our thanks not only for these services,
but in all other areas where they have been called on to participate.
Six immunization clinics were held in the Hospital Conference Room
during the months of March, April, May, June, October and December. The
October and December clinics were combined with Tilton and Northfield.
Dr. Winnifred Chase was the attending physician for five of the clinics,
and Dr. Robert Beaudet administered immunizations at one clinic. A
total of 760 children attended and 901 immunizations were given. Through
the cooperation of the Franklin and Tilton School Nurses, the Tilton
Visiting Nurse, the New Hampshire Department of Health, many volunteers,
and the staff of this Agency, these immunizations were provided to the
children of Franklin, Salisbury, Hill, Northfield and Tilton.
The Agency staff assisted the Franklin School Nurses with the
pre-school physical examination program at the VNA offices on May 16,
17, and 18.
Eleven Well-Child Conferences were held at monthly intervals with
Dr. Chase as attending physician. Thirty-five families participated.
One hundred twenty six children were seen, eighty-nine physical ex-
aminations were done and forty-seven immunizations were given. Three
referrals were made to other agencies. Three laboratory tests were
done at the Franklin Regional Hospital. The success of the Conference
was assured by the Volunteer services of the Franklin Junior Woman's
Club and Board members who provided registration, transportation and
nutrition guidance.
This Agency is looking forward to continued growth and development
of the hospital referral program to provide and improve continuity of
service includes preventative as well as rehabilitative care to enable
the individual to become more self-reliant following discharge from
the hospital.
Because our programs are based on nursing service and nursing time
means money, our staff has willingly accepted the philosophy for
5^.

AI\T^^AL REPORT - 2
Collection of fees according to the sliding fee schedule adopted by the
Board in December. The staff realizes that their ability to collect
fees is determined by their conviction of the value of the services they
render to the individual, family, and community; their belief in the
value to the patient or family for services received; and their own
sense of values. Yet, they are always mindful that service is given
according to need and not to the ability to pay.
The number of nursing, physical therapy and social service visits
in the community continue to increase due to the constant demand for
skilled services?
Skilled Nursing Care Visits . .. .......... . 1^07
Health Promotion Visits ,..,,.. 302
Post Partum Visits. 120
Physical Therapy Visits. 139
Social Service Visits. 22
TOTAL AGENCY VISITS 1990
In September, due to the increased demands for nursing service,
the Board approved 25 hours of nursing service a week for additional
part-time personnel. Two nurses shared the work shifts, covering the
community needs each morning. The nurse from Salisbury continued to
come for Well-Child Conferences, immunization clinics, and vacation
periods.
As our service needs increase in the community, so, too", do the
financial demands. The city of Franklin appropriated $7,000,00 toward
the operational costs, and the town of Salisbury paid $820,32. A
Federal grant from the Division of Maternal & Child Health of $2,^50,00
supported the major costs of the Well-Child Conference. The Agency is
constantly seeking monies from grants so that services will be available
to meet the needs of the community. The Board members have given many
hours in fund raising activities during the year. Without the participa-
tion and zeal of the Board, these many functions would not have been
successful.
This year - 1973 - will present new and bigger tasks to accomplish.
With the ever loyal support of the Board and staff, these challenges
will be met.
Respectfully submitted,














RS-5 Auto Equip. Oper,
RS-7 Dues & Sub.
RS-8 Travel Expense
RS-IO Capital Outlay
















FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1972
Total number of bell alarms (False 18) (Accidential 3)
Total number of still alarms
Total number of Rescue calls
Total number of Mutual Aid calls answered
Total number of Mutual Aid calls for Franklin
Total time assisting other departments
Total time assisting the Public
Total number of miles traveled
Total number of miles by Tachometer
Total number of gallons of gasoline used
Total number of quarts of oil used
Total number of quarts of antifreeze used
Total number of hours trucks pumped
Total number of feet of ^" hose laid
Total number of feet of 2i" hose laid
Total number of feet of li" hose laid
Total number of feet of ladders raised
Total number of hours aerial ladder used
Total number of hours using Generator
Total number of hours Auxiliary light plant used
Total number of hours using smoke ejector
Total number of Pressurized water extinguishers used
Total number of C02 extinguishers used
Total number of Dry Powder extinguishers used
Total number of Soda and Acid extinguishers used
Total number of Foam extinguishers used
Total number of hours on Scott Air Paks
Total number of hours on Building Inspection
Total number of hours on Oil Burner Inspection
Total number of hours on Fire Hydrant & Shoveling Inspect:
Total number of hours on Fire Investigation
Total number of hours working on Fire Alarm
Total number of hours labor on trucks and equipment
Total number of hours trucks out of service
Total number of hours use of oxygen
Total number of hours labor on street signs
Total number of hours wiring City Hall
Total number of hours labor on traffic lights
Total number of hours use of boat and motor
Total number of telephone calls received
Total number of hours use of portable pump
Total number of hours on Fire Prevention
Total number of hours attending Fire School
Total number of hours labor on grounds
Total number of hours labor on building
Total number of hours with EMT Course
Total number of hours on Training program
Total number of hours labor on equipment
Total number of hours labor on hose
Total number of F-" ,._-rized Water Exinguishers recharged
Total number of 002 extinguishers recharged
Total number of Foam extinguishers recharged
Total number of Soda and Acid extinguishers recharged
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FIRE DEPARTMEW REPORT - CONT'D
CAR REPORT FOR 1972 (included above)
Meter reading Jan. 1, 1972 (old car)
Meter reading Jan. 1, 1973
Total miles traveled
Meter reading Aug. 1, 1972 (new Car)






Total number of hours to install two (2) F.M. Radios'
Total number of ^~- assisted on ambulance
Total gallons of gasoline used





May we take this opportunity to thank Mayor Daniell, City Manager Mc-
Sweeney, the members of the Fire Committee and all other members of the
City Council for the cooperation given us this past year in our effor s
to improve our service to the citizens of Franklin.
THE BOARD OF EATQIITEERS
Moise H. Mercier. Chief
Andrew Nadeau, .isst. Chief









P-2 OFFICE SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
1. Postage 88.00
2. Paper, Folders, Stencils, Etc. 2l6'. 95
3. Copy Machine Supplies 26^.58
h. Copy Machine Repairs & Service 111.09
5. Printing of Forms 56.75
6. Office Furniture 211.62
7. Typewriter Repairs 15.00
963.99
Less Copy Machine Credits - M-09.88
NET TOTAL 551+. 11
P-5 AUTO EQUIPMENT OPERATION & MAINT .
1. Front end Alignment, Balancing, Brakes 28O.76
2. Plugs, Points, Etc. 113.23
3. Parts 20.90
h. Body Work & Labor 935.^0
5. Transfer to Equipment Revolving Fund 619. 51
1,969.80
Less Insurance Credits - 869. 80
NET TOTAL 1,100.00
P-7 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS
1. N.E.A.C.P. Dues 10.00
2. N.H.A.P.I. Dues 5.00
3. I.A.C.P. Dues 25.00
k. NH Supreme Court Opinions 30.00
5. NH Register & Revised Statutes Anno. - 55.90
TOTAL 125.90
P-9 CONSULTANT & CONTRACTURAL
1. Advertising 27.00
2. Blood Tests 16"+. 22
3. Breathalyzer Test Kits I70. 00
361.22









1. Photographic Supplies 182.33
2. Flashlights, Bulbs, Batteries, Etc. ^3.71
3. Purchase of Two Cruisers 6 , 073 . 09
6,299.13
Less Credit for Sale & Insurance -2,^19.29
NET TOTAL 3,879.8^
P-12 GAS. OIL & TIRES
lo Gas & Oil 1,630.1+0




















PW-2 Office Supplies & Equip.
PW-3 Utilities











CG-2 Supplies & Equipment
CG-3 Utilities
CG-^ In-Service Training
CG-5 Auto Equip. Oper. & Maint,
CG-6 Building Maintenance
CG-9 Consultant & Contractual
CG-11 Radio Repairs










2. Gravel & Sand
3. Culverts
4. Lumber & Tools






1. Sand & Gravel
2. Hot Mix
3. Sealer
4. Culverts & Pipes
5. Signs & Explosives
6. Transfer to Cap. Improvement
Less Credits
TOTAL
SM - 14 Street Painting & Signs
























1. Heating & Plumbing Repairs 460.50




1. New Ceiling--Upper Hall 621.09
2. Drapes 8. Electrical Fixtures 88.30
3. Boiler Repairs 102.85
TOTAL 812.24
STREET TREES ACCOUNT
ST "9 Consultant & Contractural
1. ?^ite Pine Blister Rust Control 100.00
2. Stump Removal 300.00
3. Dead Tree Removal 1,275.00
4. Power Saws 424.96
TOTAL 2,099.96
SEWERS & SEWAGE ACCOUNT
SS-2 General Supplies
1. Cones, Bases & Sections 923.23
2. Pipe 3,846.45
3. Saddles, Blocks & Cement 189.19
























OP-9 Cons. & Cont.
OP- 10 Cap. Outlay
OP-12 Gas & Oil
Less Income
Total





DEPARTMENT PARKS & RECREATION
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PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT — 1973
End of 1972
The year 1972 proved to be a productive year for the Franklin
Recreation Department. In the area of programs the department initiated
3^- full-time programs, established an evaluation system to improve existini
programs and experienced a marked increase in volunteers and participants
in Recreation Department activities. In addition to using the center to
accommodate the increased volume of programs, the Department was granted
the evening use of both ^aul Smith and Rowell School gyms for specialized
programs such as trampoline lessons, children's square dancing and male
and female recreational sports programs. During the past year the
maintenance staff also worked diligently to up-grade the appearance of
the community park and beach areas, as well as preparing recommendations
for improvements and construction of new facilities in the coming year.
Outlook for 1973
Programs;
Under the 1973 budget, a new position was approved by the City
Council for the Recreation Department. On March 19th, Mr. Robert Groleau
began his role as ^rogram Director for the Department and his respon-
sibilities will involve the organization and promotion of programs as
well as assisting the Recreation Director in other administrative areas
dealing with program and facility development. In addition, the
Recreation Department staff will be seeking to establish a recruitment
and training program for volunteers interested in playing either super-
visory or specialized leadership roles.
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PARKS & RECREATION CONT'D
The forming of such a volunteer program would further enhance the
opportunities for program balance and variety by utilizing their many
talents. This will provide the Recreation Department staff additional
time to solve problems in difficult program areas, to promote the
activities and professional assistance of other organizations interested
in youth and community development.
The success of the seasonal program flyers, distributed in specially
scheduled school assemblies was outstanding and will continue. The
Department, with the additional aid of a program slide presentation,
will attempt to generate a growing awareness of the expanded services of
the Franklin Recreation Department and how all citizens can support the
movement for recreation for all ages.
Maintenance;
In area of maintenance, three new facilities have projected comple-
tion dates for this year. At Griffin Beach, the road presently dividing
the beach and picnic area is being rerouted to enable the expansion of
the beach and picnic areas. Furthermore, new wharves, signs listing
rules and regulations, a one meter diving board and lifeguard chairs
will be added to the area this year.
At the Lagace Beach, the construction of a new bathhouse should
get underway during the month of May. The project is jointly financed
by City of Franklin, under the Capital Improvement Program and in-kind
services, matched by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Funds. Included
in the project will be the installation of a new septic system, concession
area and improvements upon the present park facility,
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In the fall of 1973, also under the Capital Improvement Program,
there is a proposal for the construction of a new skating house in Odell
Park. The structure will provide for the accommodations of a warming
shelter, concession area, and rest room facilities in Odell Park on a
year round basis. The repair and painting of the bleachers, playground
equipment and supply buildings in Odell, Stone and Daniell Parks is
slated for the maintenance staff this year.
Goals;
The continuing goal of the Franklin Recreation Department will be
to provide programs that hold value to citizens of all ages while
striving to expose and nourish the many by-products that recreation can
give to a developing community. Furthermore, the Recreation Department
will constantly be re-evaluating its programs and how it can assist
other agencies to meet the recreational needs of our community.
Sincerely,
Roger W. Goodnow






1. Implemented at midyear a Retirement System covering all employees
not previously covered.
2. Began construction on Pleasant St, -Prospect St. Water Extension
Project.
3. Hired part-time Building Inspector.
^. Became a part of Winnepesaukee River Basin Sewerage Project.
5. Reduced Tax Anticipation Notes carry-over to $180,000.
6. Resurfaced approximately two miles of sidewalks.
7. Resurfaced approximately six miles of streets,
8. Extended the fire alarm system,
9. Continued Capital Improvements Program projects,
10. Installed 17 new water services throughout the City.
11. Renovated Lower City Hall and Police Headquarters.
12. Conducted survey to establish the need for Housing Authority.
13. Recognized the I.B.P.O. as sole bargaining unit for Police
officers,
1>+, Received $331)000. in Federal money toward the completion of
the water project at Pleasant-Prospect Streets area,
15. Received continuation of a grant under the Emergency Employment
Act.
16. Began work of relocating the Griffin Beach road.
17. Continued our updating of the municipal accounting system,
thus exercising better control over expenditures.
18. "Advisory Commission on Revenues Needed" created, studied
and recommended several procedures to increase municipal
revenues. Several procedures adopted and now in effect.
19. Implemented many improvements at our parks with volunteer
organizations.





1. Upgrade the sick leave policies and Personnel Rules & Regulations
covering all City employees.
2. Establish a sanitary landfill in conjunction with surrounding
town.
3. Continue and increase the program of removing, cleaning and
testing each water meter, valve system & hydrant in the City,
h. Continue to extend the fire warning system.
5. Strive for a cooperative effort with surrounding Cities and
Towns to assure economic growth of all units of government.
6. Undertake major replacement of improvement projects as outlined
in the Capital Improvement Program.
7. Undertake a program to upgrade the sub-standard dwellings in
the City.
8. Improve the appearance and esthetic quality of our business
district and the City in general,
9. Complete our survey of all City-owned property to determine the
land use of this property. (This now coupled with Tax Map efforts)
10. Continue to develop a complete inventory of community assets and
industrial sites to encourage economic expansion in Franklin,
11. Continue the study of revamping and replacement of our traffic
flow system,
12. Continue efforts for economy in government.
13. Seek out new sources of revenue and stabilize cost of the
municipal government in an effort to keep the tax rate realistic.
(Committee established March, 1972)
1^, Replace sidewalks on Central Street from Daniell Bridge to
vicinity of High School,
15. Complete relocation of road at Griffin Beach,
16, Establish sewer and water rates realistic to today's needs and
tomorrow's demands,
17. P.econstruct and improve condition and traffic flow over Daniell
Bridge.
18, Continue to remove diseased and dead trees and a replacement
program to complement the removal of same.
19. Continue our program to convince the State of the need for




GOALS FOR 1973 (CONT'D)
20. Strive to show that community progress is not solely the
responsibility of municipal government, but the responsibility
of everyone concerned, working in conjunction with the municipal
government,
21. Continue to extend our program to amortize the carry-over of our
Tax Anticipation Notes.
22. Increase our effectiveness in the Dog Control Program,
23. The City of Franklin to participate and actively support the
proposed U. S. Bicentennial Celebration in 1976.
2^. Begin survey to eliminate infiltration in our sewer system and
to disconnect illegal entries into our sewer system.




CITY OF FRAWLIN, NE^\f liAMPSHIRE
R D I TJ A N C E S
1972
AFIENDME^T TO ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE PASSING OF ORDINANCES ;
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Amend Section 2 of the ordinance relating to passage of ordinances by
striking out all of said section and inserting the following;
Section 2. An ordinance when presented shall be read a first time
for the information of the Councilmen. An ordinance may be amended or
changed after the first reading. Before its final passage the ordinance
must be read for a second time, but may be read by title only, by unanimous
consent of the Council. No ordinance may be read for a second reading
until the next regular Council meeting after it is first presented unless
by unanimous consent by those present and voting.
Amend Section 3 of said ordinance by striking out the word "Municipal"
before "Court" in the fourth line and inserting in place thereof the
work "District", said ordinance to read as follows;
Section 3. All ordinances passed by the City Council shall be re-
corded without erasure or interlineation in a suitable Ordinance Book by
the City Clerk and published in the Annual City Report. The City Clerk
shall also furnish copies to the City Solicitor and the Judge of the
District Court,
Amend Section h by striking out the words "Journal-Transcript" after the
word "the" in the second line and inserting in place thereof the following;
"a newspaper of general circulation within the area", said new section to
read as follows:
Section h-. All ordinances of the City Council shall be published
once in a newspaper of general circulation within the area, except a
general revision.
This Amendment shall become effective on its passage.
Passed; March 6, 1972
AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE PARKING OF MOTOR VEHICLES ON
TliE STREETS AND IN THE PARKING AREAS OF THE CITY :
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the 0\ty of Franklin as follows:




on the streets and in the parking areas of the City by striking out the
word "April" in the twelfth line of said Section 1, said Section to read
as follows;
Section 1. No person owning or operating any type of motor vehicle
or other vehicle, or having in his or her charge any vehicle, shall cause
or allow said vehicle to remain standing or parked within the limits of
any street or any public parking area in the City, excepting a certain
area in the Church Street parking lot, as designated by signs erected
from time to time by the Police Department, permitting overnight parking
in said posted area between the hours of llsOO P.M. and 8:00 A.M., in
such manner that said vehicle will interfere with or impede the plowing
of snow from the surface of said street or parking area, between the
hours of 11:00 P.M. and 6:00 A.M. during the months of January, February,
March, November and December,
Passed; April 3, 1972
AMENDMENT TO AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE OPERATION OF PIN BALL MACHINES
BY MINORS ;
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Repeal the ordinance relating to the operation of pin ball machines by
minors passed April 13, 1953 in its entirety.
Passed: June 5, 1972
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE LICENSING OF PIN BALL MACHINES ;
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Section 1. The City Licensing Authority may grant upon such terms and
conditions as it may deem reasonable and proper, a license to any person
to keep one or more pin ball machine, so-called, or any mechanical game
of skill or chance in the City of Franklin for which a fee is charged,
or the operation of which requires the insertion of a coin or token in
such machine or mechanical game, for hire, gain or reward, or in connec-
tion '.:i.th 'v's place of business. Such license may be revoked for just
cause.
Section 2. All licenses granted under the preceding Section shall be
valid from January 1 through December 31 of the year in which they were
issued, unless sooner revoked. All licenses granted previous to the
passage of this ordinance shall be valid until December 31, 1972,
Section 3. The annual license fee for each such pin ball machine or
mechanical game of skill or chance shall be twenty-five dollars (25.00),
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and said license shall be affixed in a prominent place on the machine so
licensed.
Section h. All licenses issued under this ordinance shall be recorded
in the office of the City Clerk,
Section 5. Any person who shall keep any such pin ball machine or
mechanical game of skill or chance for hire, gain or reward, or in
connection with his place of business, without first having procured a
license therefor shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars ($100.00)
for each pin ball machine or mechanical game of skill or chance so kept.
This ordinance shall become effective upon passage.
The Ordinance Relating to the Licensing of Pin Ball Machines passed on
October 5? 1953 is hereby repealed.
Passed; June 5, 1972
AN AMENDMENT TO AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO LICENSES FOR PUBLIC DANCES. ETC :
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows;
Amend Section 1 of an ordinance relating to licenses for public dances,
etc., passed May 3, 1971, by deleting the words "or a carnival or circus"
in the second line of said Section 1, so that said Section 1 will read as
follows:
Section 1. No person, firm or corporation shall conduct public
dancing in the City of Franklin unless a license therefor shall first be
obtained from the Licensing Authority of the City of Franklin (City Clerk's
Office).
Amend Section 2 of said ordinance by deleting the works "carnival or
circus" in the second line of said Section 2, so that said Section 2 will
read as follows:
Section 2. Said license shall be obtained for each public dance,
within seventy-two hours (72) prior to said dance and shall be Issued
upon the payment of one dollar ($1.00) and whatever sums are necessary
for the payment of whatever police officers whose services are required
in accordance with Chapter 105:9 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated.
This amendment shall become effective upon passage.
Passed: June 5, 1972
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO LICENSES FOR CARNIVALS. CIRCUSES. FAIRS, ALIUSEMENT
RIDES. ANBJAL SHOV/S. ETC.;




Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Section 1. No person, firm or corporation shall conduct a carnival,
circus, fair, amusement rides, animal show or other public outdoor enter-
tainment in the City of Franklin unless a license therefor shall first
be obtained from the Licensing Authority of the City of Franklin (City
Clerk's Office).
Section 2. Said license shall be obtained for each day that said carnival,
circus, fair, amusement rides, animal show or other public outdoor enter-
tainment is to be held, within seventy-two (72) hours prior to said
carnival or other event and shall be issued upon the payment of Twenty-
Five Dollars (;$25.00) for each day said event shall be held, and whatever
sums are necessary for the payment of whatever police officers and/or
firemen whose services are required in accordance with Chapter 105:9 of
the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated,
Section 3« The license fee can be waived whenever said event is con-
ducted without profit, such as for non-profit, charitable and religious
or:;anizations.
Section h. Said license may be denied or revoked for cause by the
Licensing Authority or in the case of emergency affecting the lives,
safety or welfare of the public, said license may be denied or revoked
by the Chief of Police or his authorized representative.
Section 5. Any person, firm or corporation convicted of violating any
section of this ordinance shall be fined not more than One Hundred Dollars
(^100.00).
Section 6. This ordinance shall be effective upon passage.
Passed: June 5, 1972
AN AME^^DME^-^T TO TliE ORDINANCE ON STOP INTERSECTIONS:
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Amend the ordinance establishing stop intersections passed on December
15, 1958 by adding to the list of street intersections in Section 1
thereof the following:
On the West side of Sanborn Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Sanborn Street.
On the west side of Maple Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Maple Street.
On the West side of Pearl Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Pearl Street.
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On the v/est side of Chestnut Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Chestnut Street.
On the West side of Charles Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Charles Street,
On the West side of Clark Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Clark Street.
On the West side of Kendall Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Kendall Street,
On the West side of Dearborn Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Dearborn Street.
On the East side of View Street at the intersection of School Street for
North traffic on View Street.
On the West side of Spring Street at the intersection of School Street
for South traffic on Spring Street,
On the South side of Proctor Street at the intersection of Pearl Street
for East traffic on Proctor Street.
On the East side of Pearl Place at the intersection of Central Street for
North traffic on Pearl Place,
On the East side of Green Street at the intersection of Central Street
for North Traffic on Green Street.
On the East side of Cross Road at the intersection of Central Street for
North traffic on Cross Road.
On the South side of ^roctor Street at the intersection of Kendall Street
for East traffic on Proctor Street.
On the East side of Pearl Street at the intersection of Proctor Street
for North traffic on Pearl Street.
On the South side of Rowell Drive at the intersection of Sanborn Street
for East traffic on Rowell Drive.
On the East side of Kendall Street at the intersection of Sanborn Street
for North traffic on Kendall Street.
On the East side of Highland Avenue at the intersection of Pine Street
for '."ojth traffic on Highland Avenue.
On the East side of Highland Avenue at the intersection of Orchard Street
for North traffic on Highland Avenue,
On the West side of Highland Avenue at the intersection of Orchard Street




On the East side of Elm Street at the intersection of Oak Street for
North traffic on Elm Street.
On the East side of Elm Street at the intersection of Pleasant Street
for North traffic on Elm Street.
On the East side of Myrtle Street at the intersection of Pine Street for
North traffic on Myrtle Street.
On the North side of West High Street at the intersection of River Street
for West traffic on West High Street.
On the South side of West High Street at the intersection of Franklin
Street for East traffic on West High Street.
On the East side of Beaton Street at the intersection of Rowell Drive for
'.h traffic on Beaton Street.
On the North side of Rowell Drive at the intersection of Freedom Drive
for West traffic on Rowell Drive.
On the North side of West Bow Street at the intersection of Cheney Street
for West traffic on West Bow Street,
On the South side of Daniell Webster Drive at the intersection of North
Main Street for East traffic on Daniell v/ebster Drive.
On the North side of Daniell Webster Drive at the intersection of Lawndale
Street for V/est traffic on Daniell Webster Drive,
At the Ward I traffic circle for West traffic on Central Street at the
intersection of Main Street for traffic bound South on Main Street.
Amend the ordinance establishing stop intersections passed on December 15,
1958 by deleting from the list of street intersections in Section 1
thereof the following?
On the V/est side of Smith Street at the intersection of Central Street
for South traffic on Smith Street.
On the North side of Church Street at the intersection of Central Street
for West traffic on Church Street,
Said standard STOP sign to be erected at the said intersections shall
conform to the ordinance pertaining to stop intersections.
This ordinance to become effective upon passage.
Passed; June 5, 1972
On the '/est side of Highland Avenue at the intersection of Pine Street
for South traffic on Highland Avenue.
88,

ORDTM.=CS RELATING TO TFIE RESTRAINING OF DOGS
liA che /ear o;c' Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two:
Be it o-dainod by the Ciuy Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Goctiiou lo Definition of terms as used in this ordinance, unless the
context; otnei'wise indicates,
A. "Dog" shall be intended to mean both male and female.
B. "C>wner" shall be intended to mean any person, or persons,
firm, association or corporation, keeping, harboring, or
• '-ng a dog„
C. ''.-lunning at large" shall be intended to mean off the premises,
residence, or property of the owner, and not under the control
of the owner or some responsible individual whether by leash,
cord, chain, or otherwise.
Sec"cicn 2« It shall be unlawful to permit any dog to run at large
vichin the City of Franklj.n.
Section 3- Any dog found running at large may be restrained or impounded
by the Dog Officer or by the Franklin Police Department. Any animal so
Im.pounded may be confined in a suitable shelter for a reasonable period
of time. Impounded dogs not claimed by the owners within seventy-two
hours, after notice to the owner, if known, may be hU'anely disposed of
by the Dog Officer of the City of Franklin or any member of the Franklin
Police Department. Dogs impounded not wearing a valid rabies vaccination
tag must be impounded for a period of ten (10) days in accordance with
R.S.Ao ^•^2-A:8 (Rabies Control Act) before disposal.
Soc'cion h. Any owner or individual claiming a dog impounded shall pay
to the City of Franklin a fee of two (ii.2.00) dollars plus, in addition,
oue dollar and fifty cents (:$1,50) for each day the dog has been impounded.
No dog shall be released until the above fees are paid.
Section 5= The enforcement of this ordinance shall be the responsibility
of the Police Department of the City of Franklin.
Section 6. Any owner or individual in violation of this ordinance shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than ten ($10.00) dollars for the first
offense and not more than fifty (11.50.00) dollars for each subsequent
offense.
Section 7. This ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days after its
passage.




AMENDI'IENT TO AN ORDINANCE TO PROHIBIT THE PLACING OF SNO^'7 AITD ICE UPON
CITY STREETS, HIOm'/AYS AND SIDEWALFS ;
"
In the Year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be It ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Amend an Ordinance prohibiting the placing of snow and ice upon City
Streets and Highways, Passed on December 3? 1956, by inserting in Section
1 of said Ordinance, the words "or sidewalk" after the words "or highway"
in the third line of said Section 1, so that said Section 1 will read as
follows:
Section 1. No person shall put or place or cause to be put or placed
any snow or ice upon the surface of the travelled portion of any street
or highway or sidewalk within the City of Franklin which the City of
Franklin has the duty to naintain.
Passed: November 6, 1972
A"T AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCE ON STOP INTERSECTIONS ;
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF FRANI':LIN AS FOLLOWS:
On the East side of Clark Street at the intersection of Proctor Street
for North traffic on Clark Street.
On the West side of Clark Street at the intersection of Proctor Street
for South traffic on Clark Street.
On the South side of Adams Street at the intersection of Clark Street
for East traffic on Adams Street.
On the North side of Adams Street at the intersection of Clark Street
for West traffic on Adams Street.
On the South side of Adams Street at the intersection of Kendall Street
for East traffic on Adams Street.
On the North side of Adams Street at the intersection of Kendall Street
for West traffic on Adams Street.
On the South side of Robin Street at the intersection of Lake Ave. for
East traffic on Robin Street,
On the South side of Oriole Street at the intersection of Lake Ave,
for East traffic on Oriole Street.
On the South side of Lark Street at the intersection of Lake Ave. for




Said standard STOP SIGN to be erected at the said intersections shall
conform to the ordinance pertaining to stop intersections.
This ordinance to become effective upon passage.
Passed: December h, 1972
91.

CITY OF FRANKLIN NEW HAMPSHIRE
ZONING ORDINANCE
1972
AN AMENDME^^T TO THE ZONING ORDINANCE :
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
Amend the Franklin Zoning Ordinance, Section 510, Permitted Uses, by
the insertion of "#11 — Single Family Dwellings'^ in the "B-1" BUSINESS
DISTRICT, Special Exceptions.
This amendment to take effect upon its passage.
Passed: June 26, 1972
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
AMETO THE FRANKLIN ZONING MAP AS FOLLOWS :
Move the Northern boundary of the "B-1" zone, situated in the Northeastern
section of the City of Franklin, six hundred (600) feet in a northerly
direction where said line intersects the Franklin-Tilton line.
Said line to run from said point at the Franklin-Tilton line in a westerly
direction until it intersects the point presently made by the intersection
of the "B-1" zone and the "R-2" zone.
Passed: July 3, 1972
In the year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and seventy-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
A^lETO THE ZONING ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF FRANKLIN. N.H. SECTION 703.
Permits, by inserting the following paragraph ;
Section 7O3, a-2-Sing Permit Fees: Fifty cents (.50) per square foot of
surface area—minimum fee two dollars ($2.00), temporary political signs
exempted. Real Estate Agencies may obtain an annual permit for a fee of
twelve dollars ($12.00).
Delete from Section 703-Perraits: b. Use Permit, Paragraph 5. "Signs
(refer to Section 6O7)" so that said Section 703: b-A shall read: "b,
A Use Permit (no charge) shall be required for any of the following:




2. Change in the non-conforming use of buildings or land.
3. Occupancy of any vacant land for any purpose except the raising of
crops.
h. Gravel Pit operations,
5. Demolition.
This amendment shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed; October 2, 1972
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
AME^m THE FRAWLIN ZONING MAP AS FOLLOWS ;
Extend and increase the B-1 (Business District) zone, Beginning at the
center line of North Main Street at the intersection of Nelson Street
and North Main Street, thance Southerly along the center line of North
Main Street to the existing B-1 (Business District) line, then proceeding
along said existing B-1 line in an easterly direction to the west bank
of the Pemigewassett River; thence turning and running in a general
northerly direction along the west bank of the Pemigewassett River to
a point perpendicular with the northeast corner of land of F. & W. Sales,
Inc., formerly of Franklin Developments, Inc., thence in a westerly
direction in a straight line along land of the City of Franklin; thence
continuing in a straight line along land of the F. & W. Sales, inc. and
land of the City of Franklin and continuing a straight line to the existing
B-1 (Business District) line, said B-1 (Business District) line being
200 feet from the center line of North Main Street.
This amendment shall take effect upon its passage.
Recommended Passage; November 11, 1972
In the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
AME^T) THE ZONING ORDINANCE -"^F THE CITY OF FRANKLIN. SECTION 301 - 1^
LIGHT MA^^FACTraiNG, BY INSERTING AFTER THE v/ORDS PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS
THE FOLLO^^ING "LEATHER GOODS A^jp T^JE PROCESSING OF HIDES;" SO THAT SAID
SECTION SHALL READ A ' FOLLQWINGS
:
1^. Light Manufacturing: The processing and fabrication of certain
materials and products where no process involved will produce noise, vibra-
tion, air pollution, fire hazard or noxious emission which will disturb
or endanger neighboring properties. Light Manufacturing includes the
production of the following goods; Home appliances; electrical instruments;
office machines; precision instruments; electronic devices; timepieces;
jewelry; optical goods; musical instruments; novelties; wood products;
printed materials; lithographic plates; type composition; machine tools,
dies and gauges; ceramics; apparel; lightweight non-ferrous metal castings;
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Film processing light sheet metal products; plastic goods; pharmaceutical
goods, leather goods and the processing of hides; and food products but
not animal slaughtering, curing nor rendering of fats.
This amendn»nt shall take effect upon its passage.





ANNUAL REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
1972
Due to the very short time that has elapsed from the time I assumed the SuperlnCendency
of Supervisory Union #18 to the close of the fiscal year, this annual report will of
necessity be general in nature.
Franklin has been fortunate in having a relatively stable staff which is competently
serving the educational needs of the children in the city*
The success of the staff is limited by some of the existing space and staff limitations
in the junior and senior high areas. A committee to study the building needs of the
Franklin Junior-Senior High School will be formed in the early months of 1973. As was
indicated in last year's report, the lack of space in the Industrial Arts and Home
Economics areas has hindered prograras in these areas. These programs are very
important to the vocationally-oriented pupil and to the pupil not planning to go on
into a post -secondary educational or training program. Other areas of the high
school are also inadequate and overcrowded and will need the attention of this
Committee.
In the elementary schools we will need to continually strive to achieve the minimum
standards required and recommended by the state. Although some people react negatively
to state-imposed or suggested standards, we must realize that these minimum standards
were identified as necessary by the professional staffs, parents and other individuals
or groups interested in the education of children from school districts in New
Hampshire, as well as by the professional staff of your State Department of Education.
The standards are and should be considered as MINIMUM. The people of the city must
decide as to whether or not they wish to provide at least a minimum education for
their children.
Another area of concern to Franklin is the status of the Dual Enrollment Program,
During 1972, the Franklin School District and St. Mary's School continued to
participate in an outstanding Dual Enrollment Program. Financial support from the
State of New Hampshire for the original program has ceased and the total cost for
the city's support of this program is reflected in the district's operating budgec
for fiscal 1973.
The constitutionality of dual enrollment in the state is being argued in the courts.
The future of dual enrollment in New Hampshire and in Franklin is dependent on the
decision of the courts. Until this decision is reached, the continued operation of
the local program depends on the support of the parish, the New Hampshire Diocese
and the City.
Enrollments in Franklin continue to rise steadily. Following are September enroll-
ments starting in 1959:
1959

REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
1972
School health services include a variety of functions designed to assist
in protecting or improving student health and to secure information needed to
assist in adapting school programs to the physical and mental abilities and needs
of the individual student. The home, the school and the community are jointly
responsible for conserving the health and vrelfare of all school children. As the
child matures xje stimulate and encourage the student to assume this responsibility.
This responsibility can be fulfilled only vrith the interest, understanding and
cooperation of parents and teachers. The following report of the major health
activities in the Franklin Schools during the past year points out the cooperative
role of the school, the home and the community in conserving and promoting the
total health of the Franklin School children.
Thirty-two hundred and ninety-seven inspections were performed on the
pupils. Over eleven hundred were head inspections only; the other two thousand
included height, weight, posture observation, condition of hair and general
condition of mouth and teeth. Obvious irregularities were referred to parents with
recommendations for follow-up by family physician and dentist immediately. Others
were kept under observation by teacher and nurse. If the condition continued,
these pupils were eventually referred. This procedure serves as a basis for
instruction relating to the factors that influence growth and maturation and fur-
nishes motivation for improvement of health practices.
Our school vision screening involves observation to detect obvious eye
disease and testing for visual acuity through the use of the Titmus School Vision
Tester, which is a sterescopic instrument for testing visual acuity. Because
most learning is based upon visual experience, we feel it is of prime importance
to screen every pupil annually. Two thousand four hundred and thirteen screenings
were referred to the family opthamologist or optometrist for a complete and ex-
tensive eye examination.
Evaluation of hearing is an important aspect of school nursing services.
It identifies the pupils with possible hearing problems who are in need of a con-
firmatory diagnosis and helps those with hearing problems obtain the help they need.
Each child receives a complete audiometric screening. Two thousand three hundred
and eleven audiometric screenings were done on our pupils. Twenty-six of our
students were referred to the family physician or E.N.T. specialist. Children who
exhibit constant hearing losses are referred and parents are encouraged to obtain
further diagnostic evaluation and treatment.
Dental caries are the most frequent problem in school-age children.
Neglect of dental health can lead to further health problems. Our school dental
programs have roade a positive contribucion coward the improvement of the dental
health of our students. The Dental Clinic which provides for the cleaning and
application of fluoride for any and all our students is in its seventh year of
operation. Over four hundred and seventy-five pupils participated. The materials
and equipment are provided by the New Hampshire Department of Dental Health.

Protection from Illness can be provided through immunization. Inmunlza-
tlons should be completed during the first years of a child's life. However, in
many cases this is not the situation. In connection with the Visiting Nurses
Association we held four clinics during the school year. One hundred eighteen
immunizations were given to school children at this time. Offered at these clinics
were Smallpox vaccination, Diptheria Toxoid, Toxoid Boosters, Polio Drinks,
Measles Vaccine and Rubella Vaccine.
In keeping with past efforts to protect our personnel from illnesses, flu
shots were offered and 55 of our teachers received the immunization. Our sincere
thanks go to Dr. Winnifred Chase for giving of her time to accommodate our staff.
Tuberculosis is still a disease we must be aware of and because of its
insidious nature, early detection is of primary importance. A sterneedle test for
T.B. was done on all personnel including administrators, teachers, aides, bus
drivers, kitchen help, and janitors. Also, all the children in the first grade
area were checked. Three hundred eighty-two sterneedle tests were given. There
were 14 chest x-rays done on positive reactors who cannot participate in the
sterneedle testing. Fourteen Mantour tests, which is a more accurate test, were
done as follow-up on positive reactors by the State T.B. Nurse.
The New Hampshire Crippled Children's Society sponsored by the New
Hampshire Board of Health continues to be an excellent referral for all children
who have severe orthopedic, heart or convulsive disorders. There were 8 children
attending the convulsive disorder clinic, 18 children attending the orthopedic
clinic, and 2 children the heart clinic. These children received excellent care
from specialists in each field. This is a very worthwhile program sponsored by
the New Hampshire Board of Health. All children with special problems can be
served by these specialists.
In order to maintain and protect the health of our Varsity and Junior
Varsity athletes, each athlete must have a complete physical examination before
he or she is allowed to actively participate. Dr. Morin, our Athletic Physician,
examined over two hundred forty-eight prospective candidates. All candidates
displaying a deviation were referred to their family physician for correction
prior to participation. This service gives these athletes maximum protection
needed by the active athlete.
Children who become sick or are injured while in school are given
emergency first aid and immediately referred to their parents when the situation
requires it. It is the parent's responsibility to seek further treatment. This
year there were 1,647 first aids administered - the greatest majority were minor
in nature and the student was treated and returned to class.
There are many situations when a house visit is much more effective than
a note or a telephone call. Observation of the home environment is most helpful
in determining a course of action in many situations. This year 281 home visits
were made.
••::o;r:
Pre-school registration was held in April this year. Each child was
weighed, measured, and a vision and hearing screening was done. An accurate
health history and immunization record was stressed. This was done to insure the
implementation of new immunization requirements which were passed into law by the
State legislators and became effective in September 1971. This law also requires
that each child entering a school in New Hampshire for the first time have a
physical examination and a T.B. test. Parents were encouraged to maintain their
family -physician relationship, but for those who could not assume the cost, our
local school board voted funds to be used to defray the cost of physical examina-
tions to be done by local physicians at specified clinics. Appointments were made
with the parents to bring their child to these clinics which were held in May.
At the clinic the child was given a complete physical examination which included
a urinalysis and a T.B. test. Parents were urged to bring the child to the
immunization clinics to complete the immunization requirements. At these clinics,
92 pre-schoolers were registered.
Mrs. Gilchrist and Mrs. LaRoche instructed 4 classes of the Red Cross
Multimedia Standard First Aid Course. More and more emphasis is being placed on
training people who would be involved in caring for sick or injured persons with
accepted first aid procedures. In many instances this could be the difference
between further injury, or life and death. There were 80 persons who took the •».
;
course. Included in this number were policemen, firemen, rescue squad personnel,
ambulance drivers, ski patrollers, teachers, teacher aides, and interested citizens.
It was a worthwhile and rewarding experience for the instructors. Mrs. Gilchrist
also instructed a class of 22 first aiders in Red Cross Advanced First Aid and 17
in the Red Cross Advanced Refresher Course.
In order to improve our understanding and better help the school child
who has been classified as having a learning disability, Mrs. Gilchrist and Mrs.
LaRoche took the course entitled Remediation of Children With Learning Disabilities .
We also attended a two-day workshop at Eastern Slopes Inn in North Conway
in May. The theme of the workshop was Improving Communications . This was a most
informative and helpful workshop.
Over the years the work of nurses in school health programs has been
changing. Teachers and others in education have become more involved in health
problems. This widening of interests has resulted in an increasing emphasis on
the development of the whole child. There has been an increasing awareness of
the relationship between sound mental and physical health to school achievement.
As health specialists we continue to recommend and emphasize the importance of
developing a formal cumulative health education curriculum commencing at the
elementary level and continuing through high school.
We wish to take this opportunity to recognize and acknowledge the
administration, teachers, physicians, dentists, parents and the pupils themselves
for their cooperation and contributions to the Franklin School Health Services.





















Cook, Burt W. , Jr.
* Cournoyer, Mary Ellen Elizabeth
Cushing, Arthur J.
* Daigneau, Donald Joseph
Davis, Larry Douglas
Defosses, Robert Mark
* Doucet, Dianne Claire
Dube, Donna E.










* Hazelton, Carol Ann
* Hebert, Jeanne Marie
* Hebert, Jody A.



























* Morency, Mary Emily
Morin, Rebecca Anne
Morrill, Glenn Ernest
Morrill, Mollis A., Jr.


















* Sheldon, Susan Dorothy
Smith, Daniel H.
Sokul, Cynthia Anne










* Four-Year Honor Students

SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS





The Athletic Association Award
Morin Athletic Award
Bausch and Lomb Science Award





















FINANCIAL AID TO FRANKLIN AREA RESIDENTS AS OF JUNE 22, 1972
Lynne Marie Beattie




University of New Hampshire
University of New Hampshire Grant
Federal Loan
Suffield Academy Grant
University of New Hampshire Grant
Andover Lions Club and
John Thompson Memorial
Franklin Lodge of Elks
Franklin -Til ton -Northfield Foundation
Jody Anne Hebert
University of New Hampshire














Future Business Leaders of America
Paul Clifford Meyerhoefer












University of New Hampshire
Wentworth Grant
William J. Brough Memorial
Franklin-Tilton-Northf ield Foundation
Stephen Jewett Memorial
Bessie C. Rowel 1 Memorial
Herman N. Donegan Memorial
Dollars for Scholars




FHS Class of 1971
Forsyth -Northeastern
Christine M. Barry
FHS Class of 1970
Boston University
Michael Kevin Cote
FHS Class of 1971
Thompson School, UNH
Anne Elizabeth Denoncour
FHS Class of 1971
Quinnipiac College
Mark Thomas Denoncour




University of New Hampshire
Judith Yvette Fredette
FHS Class of 1971
Plymouth State College
Mary Julia Fredette
FHS Class of 1969
Plymouth State College
Nancy Jean Lemire
FHS Cla-£ of 1971
Pljnnouth State College
Thomas Charles Lemire
FHS Class of 1969














FHS Class of 1971
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy
James Ray Pouliot
FHS Class of 1971
University of Notre Dame
Gene Richard Tilton
FHS Class of 1969
Northeastern University
Gail Katherine Webster






TABLE OF REGISTRATION AND ATTENDANCE





Average Daily Attendance 58.0
Average Daily Absence








Tuesday, August 29, 1972
Tuesday, January 2, 1973
Monday, February 26, 1973
Monday, April 30, 1973
Schools Close
Friday, December 22, 1972
Friday, February 16, 1973
Friday, April 20, 1973





























*Schools will close when state requirement of 180 days is met








X 4 6 7
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MUNICIPAL CALENDAB FOR 1973
This calendar lists meeting dates, holidays, deadline dates, annual
departmental recurrences, and other items of importance to City-
Officials and employees.
MARCH
5 Monday Council Meeting.
lU Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
2U- Saturday Last day to mail out inventories.
27 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
31 Saturday Last day for Junk Dealers' Licenses.
Last day for Motor Vehicle Permits,
Last day of all-night parking ban.
APRIL
2 Monday Council Meeting.
9-13 Spring rubbish pickup.
11 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
15 Sunday Second quarterly payment of Resident Taxes.
16 Monday Last day for filing Veterans' Exemptions.
Last day for receiving inventories.
Place benches and trash barrels in parks.
23 Monday Fast Day.
2h Tuesday Monday's rubbish pickup today.
, Planning Board meeting.
30 Monday Last day for renewal of billiard halls &
bowling alleys permits.
MAY
7 Monday Council Meeting.
Read water meters.
Tree planting begins.
9 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
1^ Monday Begin paint striping on streets.
22 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
26 Saturday Beaches open on weekends.
28 Monday Memorial Day (contingent upon legislation).
29 Tuesday Monday's rubbish pickup today.
JUNE
1 Friday Last day for dog licenses.
Last day for Assessor to commit Resident Tax
Warrant to Tax Collector.
h Monday Council Meeting.
13 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
15 Friday Third quarterly payment of Resident Taxes.
25 Monday Opening of parks & Playgrounds.
26 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.

JULY
2 Monday Council Meeting.
h lA^ednesday Fourth of July.
5 Thursday V/ednesday's rubbish collection today.
9 Monday Opening day of swimming instruction. 1st
instruction session.
11 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
2^ Tuesday Planing Board meeting.
30 Monday 2nd instruction session of swimming lessons.
AUGUST
1-3 Obtain tax rate from Tax Commission — Tax
Warrant to be committed to Tax Collector
within 30 days.
6 Monday Council Meeting.
8 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
2h Friday Swimming instructions end.
28 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
SEPTEMBER
3 Monday Labor Day.
k- Tuesday Beaches close.
5 Wednesday Council Meeting. Appointments made to Highway
Safety & Conservation Commissions.
12 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
25 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
OCTOBER
1 Monday Council Meeting.
8 Monday Columbus Day.
9 Tuesday Monday's rubbish collection today,
10 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
15 Monday Fourth quarterly payment of Resident Taxes.
22 Monday Veterans Day. (contingent upon legislation)
23 Tuesday Monday's rubbish collection today.
Planning Board meeting.
23-26 Fall rubbish pickup.
Pickup park benches & trash barrels.
31 Wednesday Halloween Parade & Party.
NOVEMBER
5 Monday Council Meeting.
All-night parking ban begins.
Read water meters.
1^+ Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
22 Thursday Thanksgiving Day.
23 Friday Thurday's rubbish collection today.
27 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
. 1 •••T'U.,0
DECEMBER
1 Saturday Last day to submit proposed budget to Council.
3 Monday Council Meeting,
Last day to pay County Tax.
12 V/ednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting,
25 Tuesday Christmas Day.
26 Wednesday Tuesday's rubbish pickup today,
28 Friday Close City books today.
31 Monday Pinball machines licenses expire.
Sunday permits expire.
JANUARY - 197^
1 Tuesday New Year's Day.
2 Wednesday Tuesday's rubbish collection today,
7 Monday Inaugural and Council Meeting.
9 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting.
7-11 Christmas tree pickup.
15 Tuesday First quarterly payment of Resident Taxes.
22 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.
28 Monday Last day for budget to be presented to Council
for action.
FEBRUARY
k Monday Council Meeting.
13 Wednesday Zoning Board of Adjustment meeting,
18 Monday Washington's Birthday.
19 Tuesday Monday's rubbish collection today.
26 Tuesday Planning Board meeting.

DEPARTMENTAL TELEPHONE DIRECTORY










































GRAPHIC TAX RATE COMPUTAION
YOUR TAX DOLLAR AND WHERE IT GOES
